Certain results of Bialynicki-Birula as well as other pieces of evidence suggest that an algebraic torus action on an affine space is always linear with respect to a suitably chosen coordinate system (cf. [l, 51). With eventual proof of this conjecture in mind, we examine in this note torus actions on a smooth affine variety over an algebraically closed ground field. It turns out that, in what we have termed unmixed cases (see 2.3), the variety in question is a vector bundle over the fixed point variety and the torus action is linear along the fibers (see Theorem 2.5 below). We have noticed that this fact is already known in essence to Bialynicki-Biruala [2; Th. 2.51. But our proof is elementary and seems simpler than his, resting upon the smoothness of fixed point schemes (Fogarty [3]) and a version of Nakayama's Lemma for semigroup-graded rings and modules (see 1.2 and 1.4). It is clear that definiteness of a torus action as defined by Bialynicki-Birula (see [2; p. 482)) implies unmixedness, but the converse is true as well (see 1.6). Since unmixedness is a quite intrinsic condition, it seems worthwhile to point this out.
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Lemmas on semigroup gradings
1.1. Let (S, +,O) be a commutative monoid. S has a canonical pre-order defined for a;PES bY a=8 e p=a+yforsomeyES.
We are interested in the following condition on S: For any a,jl, y E S a+P+y=a * P=y=O.
Special cases of this are p+y=o = /3=y=o ("S has no units")
and a+j3=a * /I=0 ("cancellation holds in S").
Conversely, (3) and (4) imply (2) . We note that (3) is equivalent to S* := S-(0) is a subsemigroup of S.
It is easy to see that if (2) holds, then (1) defines an order on S. The converse need not be true. (Take, for instance, S= {O, 1,2, . . . , co} with the natural order and the usual rules about computing with 00. S does not satisfy (4).)
Lemma (Graded Nakayama Lemma). Let R =BQES R, be a graded commutative ring and M = 0, Es M, a graded R-module, where both gradings are taken over a commutative monoid S. Assume that the canonicalpre-order of S satisfies (2) and that the resulting order satisfies the descending chain condition (dcc). Let r=O,*o R, and assume IM = M. Then M = 0.

Proof. Note that I is an ideal by (5). Assume there exists an m ~M~,m#0. Then m E IM is a sum of elements of the form am' with a E Rp, m'E M,,, a =p + a', p# 0.
By (4) , a> a'. Repeat the process using m' instead of m, and get a'> a". This can go on ad infinitum, violating the dcc.
Remark.
If M is finitely generated, the conclusion of Lemma 1.2 holds valid for any monoid S as long as S*:= S-(0) is a subsemigroup. The standard proof works.
Corollary. Let R,I=@,,,J R, and S be the same as in Lemma 1.2, and suppose that a set of homogeneous elements E G I generates I module I2 over RO= R/I. Then E generates I as an R-module, and R as an RO-algebra.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 1.2 in the usual manner. To prove R=Ro[E],letf~R,witha#0,andwritef=rlel+~~~+r,e,withr~~R,O#ej~~for all 1~ i I n. We may discard superfluous terms and assume that each r, is homogene-OUS, of grade fl, say. Then o =fli + Ei with ei := the grade of ei, and o>Pi by virtue of (4). If pi=09 stop there; if otherwise, express ri as an R-linear combination of elements of E. The coefficients again will be homogeneous of grade <pi. The dcc assures us that this process will end with coefficients in Ro. Thus, R c Ro[E] and we are done.
Unmixedsemigroups.
We now confine ourselves to finitely generated monoids S contained in Z', where Z denotes the additive group of integers. For such an S put S*:=S-(0) as before. We shall say S is unmixed if and only if S* is a semigroup. This is equivalent to saying that C aioi = 0 with oiE S and aiE B, aiL 0, implies all l7i=O. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that S is unmixed if and only if C(S) does not contain a Qlinear subspace #0 of V, and it is well known (see [7; p. 61 1.7. Clearly condition (2) holds for any unmixed monoid S contained in Z', and it follows readily from 1.6 that S has dcc if S is unmixed. Hence the assumptions of Lemma 1.2 and Corollary 1.4 hold for unmixed submonoids S of Z'.
Torus action on an affine scheme
We work over a ground field k of arbitrary characteristic.
Torus action and grading.
Let T be an r-dimensional algebraic torus split over k: T= (G,,,)r with G,,,= GLi in the usual notations. 
. . , a(r) E Z = the rational integers, and the group i= of all characters of T is isomorphic to iZ' through the assignment x-(o(l), ***, a(r)). We shall identify ?= with Z' and regard pas an additive group. Now let Tact on an affine k-scheme X= Spec A as a group of automorphisms. To such an action corresponds a k-algebra homomorphism
tr,t;'l* (6)
and we define ax E A for given a EA, x E Tvia the equality @,(a) = C a, .x(t), the sum being taken over all x E is. It is well known and easy to ascertain that a-(... , a,, .,.) gives a direct sum decomposition indexed by x E F= B':
By definition, the nonzero members of the k-susbmodule A, are isobaric of weight x. The submodule A,, associated with the unit character 0 is actually a k-subalgebra of A and the decomposition (7) turns A into a graded A&gebru. Conversely, every grading of a k-algebra A indexed by H' gives rise to an action of Ton Spec A in the obvious manner, and the correspondence between (T-actions on Spec A) and {P-gradings on A} is thus one-to-one.
Fixed point scheme.
Let X = Spec A be acted upon by Tin a certain way. For any k-algebra R, an R-valued point p E X(R) of X is a k-homomorphism p:A +R, and likewise g : k It follows in particular that (Xr)k=(Xk)rK. So we may assume that k is algebraically closed when checking the smoothness of Xr.) 2.3. Unmixed torus action. From now on we deal exclusively with the situation where T= (GJacts on an affine algebraic variety X= Spec A (i.e. A is a geometrically integral domain finitely generated over k). Given this, let A =@A, be the corresponding decomposition .as in (7). Define When that is so, the fixed point scheme XT is nonempty as it is defined by the ideal I (see 2.2). Moreover, the composition of natural maps A,GA~A/I=& is the identity map on &. Consequently, the fixed point scheme XT= Spec(A/I) is a variety (irreducible and reduced) and the closed immersion X ~LX has a retraction XdXr=Spec(Ac) which makes Xr a quotient X/T in the category of affine kschemes. (This last means merely that every k-morphism from X to an affine kscheme constant on the T-orbits must factor uniquely through X+X/T=XT.) Note, however, that an unmixed T-action has no closed orbits of positive dimensions. This precludes any possibility of the existence of a good (geometric) quotient X/T.
[ T] -+ R for g E T(R). Then the transform g(p) E X(R) of p by g is
Factoriality.
It is an obvious consequence of the retractability (see 2.3) that the fixed point variety XT is factorial if the action is unmixed and X is factorial (meaning A is a UFD).
Theorem. Let an r-dimensional k-split torus T= (GJ act on a smooth affine variety X as a group of automorphisms. Assume that the action is unmixed. Then, through the natural retraction n:X+XT (see 2.3), X gets a structure of a vector bundle over the fixed point variety XT. Furthermore, each fiber of R is stable under the T-action and T acts linearly on it.
Proof. Keeping the notations of 2.3, let us first observe that Xr=Spec(A/Z)= Spec(Aa) is k-smooth by virtue of Fogarty's theorem cited in 2.2. So its conormal sheaf Z/Z2 is locally free, hence projective, and finite over A0 = A/Z. The rank of Z/Z* is constant and equals dimX-dimXr. Now since both Z=@,,aAx and Z* are homogeneous ideals (in the sense that if a E Z or I2 then uz E Z or I', respectively, for any x), Z/Z2 is a graded &-module and the canonical &linear map Z*Z/Z* preserves weights. Hence, for any x E S*,A, is mapped onto (Z/Z*),, the component of Z/Z2 of weight x. Being a direct summand of Z/Z2, (Z/Z2), is Acrprojective. Therefore, A,+(Z/Z*), has a section s,:(Z/Z*),-+A,.
Choose for each x a set of generators for (Z/Z2), over Ae, and let E, be the image GA, of the chosen generating set under sx. Then the union E of all E, is a finite set of isobaric elements in Z and Z is generated by E modulo Z2. It follows from Corollary I .4 that Z is generated by E as an ideal and A = A, [E] . 
The case of the affine space
In this section the ground field k is assumed to be algebraically closed.
3.1. The situation. We now restrict ourselves to the situation in which an rdimensional torus T= (GJ acts on an affine n-space A":= Spec k[x,, . . . ,x,,] , where kjx,, . . . ,x,,] = k['l is an n-variable polynomial ring over k. Since the quotient of a torus by any subgroup is again a torus we may assume that T acts effectively, i.e. that no proper subgroup of T acts neutrally on A".
The knownfacts in this situation are as follows: By an argument due to Shafarevich and Bialynicki-Birula [l, I; Th. 1, p. 1771, any T-action on A" has a fixed point. Moreover, thanks to Bialynicki-Birula [I, I; Th. 2, p. 177 and II; Th., p. 1231, we know that the action is lineurizable in the cases of r= n or r = n -1. This means that one can find isobaric elements yI, . . . , y,, in kfn1 = k[x,, . . . ,x,J such that kinI = kIy,. . . ..unl.
Standard generators.
In the situation of 3.1, first pick a fixed (closed) point as the origin and then diagonalize the induced action of Ton the tangent space of A" at the origin. That way the action of T is given in the following form relative to the notations of 2.1:
where xi E P= Z', fi E (k [ T] ) [x ,, . . . ,x,] and the total degree of every term of fi, with respect to the variables Xi, is greater than one for each i. We claim:
The monoid S c E' attached to the given action of T (see 2.3) is generated by 'Xl, . . ..xn.
Proof. Let S' be the monoid generated by the x, inside Z'. First we show S' C S= {K: there exists an isobaric polynpmial #O of weight x). For each i, let Xi =~i,e+ -** +~i;~ be the isobaric decomposition of Xi. One of the polynomials in Xi,j, say Xi.09 must contain a term Xi. Thus, Xi,o= CiXi + Pi(X), Pi(X) E k@', Ci E k*, and X~OE (kf"l)ii with 2; E T. Applying @, (see 2.1, (6)) to both sides of the equality, we obtain We shall call 1x1, . . . , x,,} appearing in (10) a set of standard generators for S. Proof. Let us put F:=(&~")~=Spec& with A :=@'I. We already know from 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5 that F is smooth, that A0 is factorial and that A" is generically separable over F. Moreover, m := dim Fs~ by assumption. By the affine Castelnuovo theorem of Fujita, Miyanishi and Sugie, A,,= k]"'] (see [4] and [8] ; also compare Kambayashi [6] and Russell [lo] ). By Seshadri's theorem (see [l l] 
